Abstract. Tracking time-variant systems has been of great interest in many engineering fields. Specifically, when system statistics change both in space (multivariate) and time with a short stationary regime, conventional adaptive algorithms suffer from the tradeoff between convergence rate and accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Identification of the time-variant systems has been one of the most important problems in many areas, including automatic control, communication systems, biological systems and signal processing. Adaptive filtering algorithms have been widely used to model any unknown system by adjusting a set of parameters with the given input-output data [I, 21. In a nonstationary environment the adaptive filter must track the time-varying statistics of the unknown system. The least mean squares (LMS) and the recursiije least squares (RLS) algorithms have been the most popular methods for training linear adaptive systems, and their tracking abilities in nonstationarj environment has been well studied for the single input single output (SISO) case [2,3,4,5]. However, the performance of these methods may be limited when both spatial (across inputs) and temporal statistics of the input change with time. These changes in space and time often cause different subsets of the inputs to be involved in the mapping properties of the unknown system. In such cases, variable (or feature) selection techniques that select a subset of input variables by certain criteria may play an important role in enhancing the identification performance. Numerous methods for variable selection have been developed including subspace projection, neural networks, support vector machine, and clustering [6]. Most of them, however, have been designed to work in a stationary environment. Therefore, the application of the variable selection methods to identification of time-variant systems requires a novel approach that is able to track the spatiotemporal change of the underlying system. The purpose of this paper is two-fold Firstly, we develop an on-line variable selection algorithm for system identification by simplifying the least angle regression algorithm proposed by Efron et a/. [7] . This algorithm is capable of selecting most correlated input variables that are unknown a priori which also change over time. Secondly, we demonstrate enhanced tracking performance by combining the on-line variable selection algorithm with a linear filtering algorithm (LMS). Simulations demonstrate the superior tracking capability of the proposed approach compared with the case when only the LMS algorithm is used.
THE LEAST ANGLE REGRESSION ALGORITHM
The least angle regression (abbreviated LARS) algorithm has been recently developed to accelerate computation and improve performance of forward model selection methods [7] . It has been shown in Efron The selection property of LARS, which leads to zeroing coefficients, is preferable for identification of sparse systems when compared to methods with regularization based on L,-norm penalty [IO] and popularized in the weight decay techniques of neural networks [I I]. Also, an analysis of the selection process often provides better insights into the unknown system than shrinkage methods based on the L1-norm. The LARS procedure starts with an all zero coefficients initial condition. The input variable having the most correlation with the desired response is selected.
We proceed in the direction of the selected input with a step size which is determined such that some other input variable gets to have as much correlation with the current residual as the first input. Then, we move in the equiangular direction between these two inputs until the third input has the same correlation. This procedure is repeated until either all input variables join the selection, or the sum of coefficients meets a preset threshold (constraint). Note that the maximum correlation between inputs and the residual over each selection step decreases in order to de-correlate the residual with the inputs. We summarize the details of the LARS procedure [7] in table 1. These techniques have been applied to variable selection in multivariate data analysis (static problems), but due to its computational efficiency, LARS can effectively provide a tool for time v w i n g model selection with the Ll-norm penalty similar to the LASSO. However, since LARS selects input variables by computation of correlation using the entire data set, it assumes stationary statistics.
In this paper, we will present a modified version of LARS which selects the most correlated input variables locally in time, thereby removing the stationarity limitation, which is conducive for real-time system identification problems.
Given an NxMinput mamx X (each row being M-dimensional sample vector), and an Nxl desired response matrix Y, initialize the model coefficient fi = 0, for i=l, ..., M, and let p = [p,, ..., , &I r Then the initial LARS estimate becomes, Y = Xg = 0 .
TransformXandYsuchthat -x x i i = O , -~x ; = I , a n d -~:
Let@=X,'Q,and a=(l.7@-i1myi (4)
The equiangular Also 0 is defined a5 the inner product between all inputs and p such as,
Repeat (IH8) until all inputs join the active set A , or Zl,OjI exceeds the given threshold J Table 1 . Outline of the LARS algorithm
LOCAL IN TIME VARIABLE SELECTION BASED ON LARS
Correlation between inputs and the desired response can be accomplished by recursively updating the correlation vector. The input covariance matrix can also be estimated recursively. If one decouples the variable selection part from the model update part in LARS, we can select the input variables locally with recursive estimates of correlations. The modified version of LARS for on-line variable selection is as follows. As stated in [7] , the time correlation (step I in table 1 ) at a given step can be simply updated without computing residuals, C j ( 4 = c,(4 -fl. (9) for the Ph step of variable selection. Hence, the update procedure of (8) in table 1 can he removed. The initial correlation c,(O), which represents the correlation between inputs and desired response can he estimated outside of the LARS routine. Instead of computing the correlation with entire data, we can recursively estimate the correlation using a forgetting factor (leaky integrator), given by where p is the parameter controlling memory depth, and x(n) is an IxM input vector at time instance n. This estimate of the correlation vector at a given time instance, p(n) is utilized by the LARS routine such that c,{O) =p,{n).
For the computation of the covariance matrix a in (4), we also estimate the input covariance matrix using the leaky integrator in the same way as (IO) ,
where S is another step size for covariance estimation. This matrix is not directly used in (4) since f 4 is the covariance of only subset of inputs. Also, the input vectors are multiplied by the sign of correlations before computing Cp. Therefore we need to introduce a diagonal matrix S whose elements are signs of cj(k) f o r j E A. Then a can he computed using R(n) and S as,
where K is L,xL, (Lo is the length ofA) matrix representing covariance among the selected input variables.
To remove the computation of the equiangular vector p that requires a batch operation, we incorporate equation ( 5 ) into (7) such that, can he given by elements of R(n), i.e., rg for i, j E A .
= a X T X . w'I,,
However, X'X, is nothing but the f h columns of R(n), for j E A followed by multiplication with S. So if we let R-1 he a submatrix of R(n) consisting of thefh columns f o r j E A, then
sa-11, Hence, using @ obtained by R(n) and S, we can compute a and consecutively g f o r j E A. This modification removes the computation of the equiangular vector in (5) which is not directly required for computing g and y in (6). Table 2 summarizes this modified version of the LARS algorithm.
LINEAR ADAPTIVE SYSTEM WITH ON-LINE VARIABLE SELECTION
In our architecture, we combine a linear adaptive system with the on-line variable selection algorithm described in the previous section. Accordingly, the on-line Compute a diagonal matrix S with elements of sign of cl(k) forj E A .
where R is suhmatrix of R(n) with{' rows and," columns forj E A.
a= (I,,~w'IJ'
where % , / is a matrix consisting offh columns of R(n) for j E A .
Compute the step size, y = min;eAc{ cmar-cj , c,,+cj and w(n) denote the target and adaptive system weight vectors, respectively, and v(n) is the measurement noise added to the desired response.
based on a new least angle regression criterion. Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of the linear adaptive system with the on-line variable selection algorithm. Note that the current weight vector is fed to the selection algorithm. This weight vector is used by the algorithm to stop the iteration when the absolute sum of weights reaches a given threshold. The benefits of on-line variable selection will become apparent in the multivariate input case where only a subset of inputs is primarily involved to generate the system outputs. Two major benefits of using this online variable selection are: it can reduce the degrees of freedom of the model to enhance the generalization performance, and it can allow faster leaming of the subsequent model, which improves tracking performance. Hence we will apply the linear system with the on-line variable selection algorithm for tracking a time-variant system in which only a subset of inputs are correlated with outputs. The comparison with the standard LMS will demonstrate the improvement in tracking performance.
COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS
In ow experiment, we assume a static (i.e. constant value) multi-channel system that changes its parameters at certain time instants. For each period between changes, only a subset of parameters has non-zero values. We present results of two adaptive systems trained by the LMS with variable selection and LMS only. The weights of the system are updated with the straight LMS for all the weights, while with variable selection only weights corresponding to the selected channels are updated as w,(n+I) = w,{n) + qe(n)x,(n), forj E A
(15)
where A is a set of input channel indices which are selected. The first simulation tracks a time-variant system with M channels and sparse constant weights that change every 50 samples. The change occurs three times during the simulation so that there are four stationary regions with duration of 50 samples (total number of samples is N = 200). During each stationary regime, only K of M weights, which are generated from a Gaussian distribution, have nonzero values. The setup of K is randomly chosen from a uniform distribution ranging between Mi2-2 to Ml212.
The tracking system does not have a priori knowledge ahout which weights have nonzero values for each regime. Further, the sum of magnitudes of weights for each period is set to unity. Input variables are also generated independently from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance. The desired output of the system is further corrupted by white noise whose power is determined by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Therefore, the system parameters include the number of input channels (M) and the SNR of the desired response. The second experiment tracks a nonlinear time-variant system. The setup is similar but the desired signal is generated as (16) where h(n) is an M-dimensional constant weight vector generated in the same way as above. Commonly used measures of tracking assessment such as the steadystate mean squared deviation and the steady-state excess mean squared error are utilized here [12] . The mean squared deviation between the true weight vector hfn) and the learned weight vector w(n) is defined as
c o~( h ( n ) s ( n )~)
The excess mean squared error is defined as
where d is the variance of white noise added to the desired response. Since there are four stationary regimes that have different weight vectors h(n), D and 5 are evaluated in each regime. To evaluate the mean performance, we conducted 100 Monte Carlo runs for each experiment.
In order to determine the learning rate (7) for the LMS (with or without variable selection), we perform an exhaustive search and choose the learning rate that yields the best tracking performance for the given data. Since there is a tradeoff between the mean squared deviation and the excess mean squared error More details on variable selection are described in Fig. 4 . The selection error rate, which is the ratio of the false selection to the total number of variables, is averaged over 100 Monte Carlo simulations. This rate decreases with time in a given stationary region since the algorithm is utilizing more samples to estimate correlation. Fig. 4a shows the effect of the feedback parameter for the leaky integrator (p in eq.10) used to estimate correlation. Smaller values of p indicate larger memory depth. It empirically shows that the parameter p must be set in the middle of the convergence range [O,l] while the selection error is minimized around p= 0.1. The choice of p, however, may vary depending upon the data. Fig.  4b shows the effect of the SNR by comparing error rates with different levels of the SNR. The error rate increases approximately by 20% as the SNR drops by 30dB near convergence in each stationary segment. The SNR is kept constant at 30dB. It is obvious that the improvement with variable selection for a nonlinear system is much lesser than the linear case, which reflects the fact that the selection algorithm is based on the linear correlation measures. Hence the algorithm has more chances of incorrect selection for a nonlinear system than for a linear one. This is presented in Fig. 5b in which the selection error rates for linear and nonlinear systems are compared.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an on-line variable selection algorithm that siniplifies the LARS forward model selection algorithm. With the experimental design involving a system with time-variant sparse input-output mapping, the proposed architecture combining the linear system with the on-line variable selection algorithm has shown superior tracking capability. We hope that the demonstration in this paper may provide many possibilities of enhancement for a variety of practical fields where time-varying selection of variables are of great importance to infer the target system. In particular, this algorithm may be useful for the identification of time varying multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems, which is basically an unexplored area. Further studies of the application of on-line variable selection to MIMO systems will be presented in a follow-up paper. The marginal improvement in identification of the nonlinear time-variant system has motivated us to consider more general criteria to select variables. One approach would be to utilize distance mewics such as mutual information [I31 between the inputs and the residuals. With recently developed methods that stochastically estimate Renyi's entropy [13], we hope to perform time-variant variable selection based on information theoretic criteria.
